


AedAs Are AnticipAting the future retAil 
trends of mAlls in chinA. here, AedAs 
discuss the mAlls of the future using 
olympiA 66, center 66 And heArtlAnd 66 
As exAmples, which were designed by 
christine lAm And dAvid clAyton, globAl 
boArd directors.

china is the world’s largest online retail market so it’s no 
surprise that china mall design is changing faster than 
anywhere to adapt to online retail. the mobile phone 
technology that connects people anytime and anywhere 

on social networking, instant downloads of information and Alipay 
or wechat pay services has propelled the growth of online shopping 
in the last 5 years in china. Although china’s online market shows 
signs of saturation according to data from mcKinsey, the increasingly 
mature e-commerce market currently accounts for roughly 13 
percent of the total retail market.

olympia 66 in dalian designed by Aedas heralds the mall of 
the future. officially opened on 9 september, it is a 221,900sq m 
seven storey mall designed to face the growing competition with 
e-commerce. malls in the future need to offer more than just shops 
to attract customers through the door. china’s malls are introducing 
new mobile technologies, social activities, events and entertainment 
to provide a more holistic lifestyle experience. successful chinese 
malls must move away from a globalised uniform retail environment 
to create unique experiences by changes of tenancy mix, retail 
planning, spatial character, functional use, social and cultural response. 
the prospects of attracting new foot traffic through these methods 
are good, as many of china’s newly affluent consumers see shopping 
as a key pastime and rely on malls for social activities.

olympia 66 is the third mall designed by Aedas for hang lung 
properties with center 66 in wuxi completed in 2013 and heartland 
66 in wuhan under construction, these are three of hang lung’s eight 
projects in china all designed to be adaptable to future retail trends.

how can mall design adapt to the future?
traditionally, malls have been predominantly places to purchase, 

and secondly places to dine and be entertained. however the 
demand for non-shopping leisure activities in malls has grown for 
a number of reasons in today’s chinese society. small apartments 
and multi-generational living combined with the often unfavorable 
climate is fueling an increase in malls adding more socializing lifestyle 
related activities. these include live entertainment, music and 
fashion shows, restaurants, cinemas, ice-skating rinks, bowling alleys, 
festive celebration performances, even art, educational and cultural 
exhibitions. on the higher end of the spectrum, cultural elements 
such as art exhibits have been brought into upscale malls to attract 
a discerning clientele. in addition, a growing number of retailers are 
embracing lifestyle elements such as cafes and o2o service in their 
shops to enhance the in-store experience. while previously the mall 
customers’ priority is shopping and eating, the tendency today is 
eating, fun and then shopping. successful malls of the future will be 
the social centres of our urban hubs. 

people will go to the mall to socialise, dine, be entertained and 

educated. the mall of the future will 
bring back the life, culture, tradition and 
society of the traditional market place to 
our city centres. 

we anticipate that the mall of the 
future will have significantly more 
public and entertainment space than 
current malls, with a corresponding 
reduction in pure retail space. ever 
changing programmes of entertainment, 
shows, exhibitions and dining will be 
accommodated in the future malls 
flexible public spaces. the reduction in 
revenue from switching shop area for 
entertainment space will, in part, be 
offset by income gained from short term 
leasing of circulation areas.

successful landlords will programme 
and manage the new public space 
entertainment functions and be deeply 
involved in creating a strongly vibrant and 
attractive city centre focus. experienced 
mall developers have already invested in enhancing their facility management teams 
to take on the challenge of event planning. mall managers will understand the various 
cultures, socio-economic groups, needs and aspirations of the society they are providing 
a marketplace for.

malls will become generators and re-generators of our cities as they move from places 
of consumption to places of society and culture. 

successful malls will be adjacent to infrastructure nodes where subways and roads 
intersect to provide ease of transport to these new urban hubs. there will be excellent 
multi-level pedestrian connections to the surrounding mixed commercial and residential 
buildings which will provide an immediate high density population within walking distance.

olympia 66, center 66 and heartland 66 are ready for the future of retailing with 
their ample public space, open and column free design, high head rooms for events and 
exhibitions, large atriums and roof decks and excellent theatre and cinema auditoria.

the malls are all ideally located and well connected to become the social and cultural 
centres of their cities. A mall that transcends being a place to shop to being a heart of a 
community is ultimately a mall that will have a long and successful life. 

hang lung and their architects, Aedas have foreseen the future in olympia 66.
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